
SUPER Cowl, Quick and Dirty Tutorial 
 
For photos go to: http://www.flickr.com/photos/lulu_c/5184738469/sizes/o/ 
This shirt was also made using many of these steps:  
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lulu_c/5108415412/sizes/m/  
 

• I started by folding my fabric in half lengthwise and then in half again 
widthwise.  

• Cut the neckline out at the corner where the folds overlap. Essentially you 
are cutting a hole in the middle of the fabric. 

• Cut the body and sleeves in one piece. It will look like half of a letter T 
when you are done. You can taper the sleeves if you want them more 
fitted at the bottom. In my version the white portion is slightly tapered. 

• Unfold the fabric completely and refold in half down the entire length of 
the fabric so that the hole is in the center. 

• Make the front neckline lower. Mine is a deep-ish scoop neck. 
• For this version of the shirt I added contrast bands to make the sleeves 

long. They are super long so that I could scrunch the sleeves in different 
ways. You could cut long sleeves from the main fabric if you have 
enough.  

• Attach the contrast band to the end of the sleeve. 
• Fold the fabric into a T shape and pin along both sides.  
• I serged each side straight up from the hem till the end of the sleeve, 

taking care to straighten the fabric at the armhole when I reached it. 
• I made one end of the cowl the same size as the neckline by matching up 

the shoulder seams of the shirt and pinning it flat and cutting the fabric 
using the resulting length as a guide. 

• I cut the cowl on a diagonal so that the outside circumference was larger 
than the neckline.  

• I sewed the short ends of the cowl together and then attached the cowl 
to the wrong side of the neckline. I did this because the last cowl I made 
tends to drape and show the inside seam. This cowl is so large I should 
have attached it to the outside instead. You can choose which works 
best for you. 

 
The bottom edge is unfinished. I cut the front hem so that it was rounded and 
slightly shorter than the one in the back. 
 
Please feel free to ask for clarification on anything via blog or flickr comment. It’s 
much harder to explain in words than to show you.  
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